Abstract. The paper presents a large class of domains G of holomorphy in C" such that, for any N > 0, there exists a nonextendable holomorphic function / on G with \f\8g bounded where Sc(z):= min((l + |z|2)_1/2, dist(z,3C)). Any fat Reinhardt domain of holomorphy belongs to this class.
Let us recall known results. 1.2 [9] . Every domain of holomorphy G c C" is an 0(;v)(G,oc)-domain of holomorphy for N > 2 n. If G is a bounded domain of holomorphy than the same is true for N > n.
1.3 [10] . Every bounded and fat domain of holomorphy G c C" is of type L\ and, consequently, it is an Oin)(G, ôc)-domain of holomorphy.
1.4 [12] . Every domain G c C" which is complete w.r.t. the Carathéodory distance cc is of type H°°; here we mean complete in the following sense: For any cc-Cauchy-sequence (zv) c G there is a point z* G G with \\z" -z*\\ -* 0.
1.8 [7] . Let G be as in 1.6. Then L\iG) # (0} iff F(logG) = {0}.
The problem of continuation of holomorphic functions with polynomial growth across thin sets is considered in the first part of §2. In the second part we study the problem which open sets of the form G:= {z g D:uiz) < 0} are of type 0(>o>, where D is a domain of holomorphy in C", m g PSH(tD). In particular, we get (cf.
1.6): Let G be an zz-circled domain of holomorphy. Then G g 0( > 0) iff G is fat.
In the case where G is a fat zz-circled domain of holomorphy, the structures of the spaces HX(G), 0(O + )(G) and L\iG) are investigated in §3. The main results of this section are the following two theorems.
Theorem (cf. 1.7). Let CcC"
be an n-circled domain of holomorphy. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) G g Hx;
(ii)GG 0<o + );
(iii) G is fat and the space F(logG) is of rational type.
Theorem (cf. 1.8). Let G c C" be a fat n-circled domain of holomorphy. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
H)L2iG)* {0}; (ii)F(logG)={0};
(iii) G g L2.
In §3, we also present an explicit construction of the //^-envelope of holomorphy of G.
The paper was started during the stay of the first author at the University of Osnabrück, (May 1985) and finished during the stay of the second author at Jagellonian University, Krakow (January-February 1986). We would like to express our gratitude to those universities for their hospitality. Theorem 2.1. Let M be a thin subset of a domain G g C" and let f g 0(G\M) satisfy the following condition: for every a g G there exist a neighborhood Ua c G and constants 0 < Na < 1, ca > 0 such that [dist(z,M)]"°-\f(z)\ a ca, zG Ua\M. Then f extends holomorphically to G.
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The proof is analogous with the proof of the standard version of this theorem. As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1 we have Corollary 2.2. Let M be a closed thin subset of a domain G c C". Then, for every 0 < N < 1: 0(N)(G\M,8C^M) c 0(G).
Remark 2.3. In the case N = 0 we have HX(G\M) = H°°(G). The case 0 < N < 1 is different: functions from 0(N)iG\M,8c^M) need not be extendable to functions with polynomial growth in G. For example:
Let G:= {z g C: 0 < |z| < 1}, /(z):= exp(l/z), z G G. It is clear that for every N > 0, supçfSg • 1/1} =4-oo, but one can easily construct a discrete set M c G such that/g 0<o + )(G\M).
The following notation will be useful in the sequel because of Theorem 2.1. Definition 2.4. Let G be an open subset of C". We denote by G* the set of all points a g C" for which there exist an open neighborhood Ua and a thin set Ma c Ua such that Ua\Maa G. From the above definition we immediately obtain (c) iGx n G2)* = G* n G2*, Gx, G2 g topC".
(d) iGx X G2)* = G* X G2*, Gj g topC% j = 1, 2. In particular, if G is circled (resp. «-circled, balanced, starlike) then G* has the same property.
For A c C", let log ,4:= {x = (xx,...,xn) g R": ex := (ex',.. .,ex-) g A} be the logarithmic image of A. Remark 2.6. Let G be an «-circled domain. Assume that the set log G is convex (e.g. G is a domain of holomorphy). Then log G = int(log G) = log int G, hence (intG)\G c {z = (z,,...,z")G C": zx.z" = 0} and therefore G* = intG. In view of Lemma 2.5(b) and Remark 2. Consequently, in view of (2.3), we get (2.2).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Remark 2.9. It is known (cf. [4] ) that, for 0 < r < \, the domain Gr is of type Hx. One can prove that Hx(Gx/2) = HX(BX00) (cf. [4] We shall show that there exists a constant c > 0 such that (2-9) *£-|g,|<C ">1.
Observe that, if (2.9) holds, then the sequences (gv/c)x^x, (l/qv)x^x satisfy all the conditions of Definition 2.14 and, consequently, u g 7%(N)(D). The proof of (2.9) is based on the following lemma. The set G\ u_1(-oo) is dense in G, so it is enough to prove that (2.10) holds true in G\u-\-oo). Proof. The assertions (a) and (b) will be proved simultaneously. Assume that either G = G* or 0 < /V < 1 and suppose that G* is not an 0(N)(G*, 6c)-domain of holomorphy. Let G0, G be domains in C" such that (2.11) 0#GocG*nG, G€G*, Let if")x=x, ikv)x=x be as in Definition 2.14. If 0 < TV < 1, then in view of (2.6) and Corollary 2.7(a), we can assume that /" g 0^N\G*, 8g), v > 1. By (2.12) we get
The set D*\D is thin, hence the set G n D = G\iD* \D) is connected and therefore /" = /" in G n A v > 1. Hence, according to (2.13), |/"(a)|< c(a), ol.aeGni).
Then, in view of (2.4) and (2. Then G = G* and so, by Corollary 2.19(b), we have G g 0{> °\ It seems to be interesting that, in some cases, the condition u G £%(N)iD) is also necessary for G to be an 0(A,)(G, 5c)-domain of holomorphy, namely:
Let J(7(C") denote the set of all plurisubharmonic functions h: C" -* R, h £ 0, such that h(Xz) = \X\ ■ h(z), z g C", X g C.
It is known that a domain G c C" is a balanced domain of holomorphy iff there exists h g jf(C") such that G = Gh:= {« < 1} (cf. [13, 14] ). Note that (GA* = Gh (cf. 2.13). (ii) In /i e#<w>(C"):
(iii) there exists a sequence (Qj)x=x of homogeneous polynomials such that (2.14) limsup|ô//deê(M =h inC",
In the case N = 0, the above result reduces to the known characterization of balanced domains of type Hx-cf. [14, Theorem 3.1].
Proof. The implication (iii) => (ii) is obvious. The implication (ii) => (i) follows from Theorem 2.18. It remains to prove that (i) => (iii). Let /e 0(N)(G,8G) be a nonextendable function with HS^/H^ < 1. Let Y.x=0Qj denote the expansion of / into the series of homogeneous polynomials. Since / is noncontinuable we get (2.14). In view of the Cauchy inequalities we have |0,.(z)|<max{o¿"(Az): |A| = l}, z g G, y > 1.
Since G is balanced, so 8c(Xz) = 8G(z), z e G, |X| = 1 and hence we have (2.15).
Remark. It is not known whether every balanced domain of holomorphy is of typeG^0»-cf. [15, §5].
Using analogous methods as before one can prove the following result. Note that in the case D = C", A' = 0, the above result generalizes Proposition 2.14 from [13] ; compare also [12] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Remark. It would be interesting to know whether Sibony's main example in [12] is of type 0<>O)-cf. [7, §2] . Note that iDx)* = D*, u g SiDx), Gx:= {z g Dx: u(z) < 0} = F^ßJ.
In view of Corollary 2.19, Gx g 0<°*> and hence G c (G,)*, so a g (Gx)* n Dx = Gx, which is a contradiction. For a polynomial automorphism 0: C" -* C" the following inequality is well known:
ia,ß>0).
Using this information one has for a domain G c C:
From that the following theorem follows.
Theorem 2.28. Let F: C" -» C" be a polynomial automorphism. Then, for every G& topC": (a) G g 0<o + > iffF(G) g 0<o + >.
(b)GG O<>0)z//F(G)G O<>0».
3. «-circled domains of of type H°°, 0(O+), Lj;. Let G c C" be a connected fat and «-circled domain of holomorphy. We shall study relations between geometrical properties of the domain log G and structures of the spaces HX(G), 0(O+)(G) and Ll(G). Definition 3.1 (cf. [7] ). For a convex domain X c R", let E(X) denote a vector subspace of R" such that (a) X + E(X) = X, (b) if F is a vector subspace of R" such that X + F = X then dim F < dim E( X). One can easily prove that the space E(X) is uniquely determined and, if F is as in (b), then Fa E(X). Let < , ) denote the standard scalar product in R", i.e. It is well known that every fat «-circled domain of holomorphy G cz C" can be written in the form (3.2). Definition 3.2 (cf. [7, Definition 2]). A vector subspace E c R" is said to be of rational type if E is generated by E n Q".
Notice that in concrete situations the condition "E is of rational type" can be effectively verified-cf. [ (i) E is of rational type;
(ii) E x is of rational type, where E x denotes the orthogonal complement of E w.r. By the methods as in the proof of Theorem 2 in [7] we can receive the following result. (ii) G G 0<o + »;
(iii) G is fat and the space F(logG) is of rational type;
(iv) G = intnae/)Ga; where A c Z" (cf. (3.2) ).
Theorem 3.9 implies Theorem 2 in [7] , and Theorem 7.1 and Corollary in §7 of [14] .
Proof. In the case when G is balanced, the proof of (i) » (iii) was given in [ Suppose for a moment that (3.5) holds true. Then for x g X, v g F we get
T,a,(e'+')'-Z «,(**)'• Consequently, the series (3.4) is convergent in the domain DiKxiX)). Since the function / is not continuable, Kx(X)a X. Thus X + F c X which contradicts (3.3).
We pass to the proof of (3.5). Fix v <£ E(X)X and let w g EiX) be such that Proof. In view of the implication (i) => (iv) in Theorem 3.9 there exists an a G (Z")* such that G c Ga, 3G n 3Ga n (C*)" * 0. Fix zz = (av..., a") g 3G is the Hx-envelope of holomorphy of G. In particular:
(a)Hx(G) = CiffK(logG) = W.
(b) For every f a-HX(G), the Laurent series of f is of the form T."<£M(X)± nz"avz" (cf. the proof of the implication (ii) => (iii) in Theorem 3.9).
Proof. Put G:= expK(X). In view of Lemma 3.6(a) and Remark 3.8(c), G is a fat «-circled domain such that the space F(logG) = M(X) is of rational type.
Hence, according to Theorem 3.9, G is the domain of existence of a bounded holomorphic function. It remains to show that H°°iG) c 0(G). In view of Lemma 3.6(b) and Corollary 2.7(a), it suffices to prove that HM(G) g HxiDiKiX))).
As in the proof of the implication (ii) => (iii) in Theorem 3.9, one can prove that for every /eFP>(G),
thus / extends holomorphically to a function from 0(D(Kx(X))). Hence HX(G) g HX(D(KX(X))). Now our arguments can be repeated and they prove that HX(G) c HX(D(K2( X)))). After a finite number of steps we get the result.
Let G c C" be an «-circled domain of type H°°. Put X := log G, r := codim E( X) and assume that r < n -1. In view of Theorem 1, Chapter VII from [2] , there exists a basis a1,..., ar of E(X)x consisting of vectors from Z" such that
Let L: R" -> Rr be a linear mapping given by the formula
Observe that L \ E(X)± is an isomorphism of E( X)x onto W.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let Y:= L(X). It is easily seen that 7 is a convex domain such that E(Y) = {0}. Put ß:= expT; ß is an r-circled domain of type Hx (Theorem 3.9). Let 0 = ($!,..., $r): (C*)" -» (C*)' be given by the formula $/z) = z"J, j = 1,..., r. We shall show that
Note that log$(D(X)) = L(X)= Y = logD (7) . Now it suffices to show that the set <fr(D(X)) is r-circled. Fix z g D(X), 6 g W. In view of surjectivity of L, there exists r/ g R" such that L(-q) = 8. Then d>y(e""z1,...,e"'»z") = e¡<*'aJ>zaJ = e">*j(z), j=l,...,r, and therefore (e^'O^z),..., e'e'$r(z)) G <S>(D(X)).
Because of (3. is a well-defined isometry of HX(D(Y)) into H°°iDiX)). We shall show that, in fact, T is an isomorphism. Fix /= Z"eZü^z" g H°°iDiX)). Then, in view of (3. By dint of (3.8), <p is well defined and HcpH^ = WfW^. It is clear that Ftp = /.
In view of Corollary 2.7(a) and Lemma 3.6(b) , (d), the operator T extends uniquely to an isometrical isomorphism of Hx(£i) onto HX(G).
Thus we have proved the following Theorem 3.14. Let GcC" be an n-circled domain of type Hx such that r:= codimF(logG) < « -1. Then there exists an r-circled domain ß of type H°°w ith £(logß) = {0} such that the spaces HX(Q) and HX(G) are isometrically isomorphic.
Remark 3.15. Let G be as in Theorem 3.14 and let cG denote the Carathéodory pseudodistance on G. Define for x, jeG:
x -y iff cG(x, y) = 0. Then Theorem 3.14 gives a complex structure of [G n (C*)"]/ ~ . In order to give the negative answer let us assume that ß, à1, à2 are as above. By (3.9) and (3.10) one gets à1, a2 g [EiX)] x . Since zfz3, zjz3, zxz2z-i belong to HX(G), by (3.11), we have a1, p1, v2 G Z + àx 4-Z + -äx. Then calculation gives a1 G Z + -v1 + Z + -v2 which is impossible. We would like to thank S. Cynk (Jagellonian University) for suggesting this kind of example.
We shall show how the domain K(log G ) can be effectively calculated in the case when G is a finite intersection of elementary «-circled domains.
Let us start with a lemma we will need in the proof of Proposition 3.18. Hence, by Proposition 3.18, KilogG) = R3 and therefore 7Y°°(G) = C. Example 3.20. Let
where 0 < ax, a2, a3 < 1, ax # a2, (oj -aj)/^ -a2) <£ Q. Put a1 := (alt a2, a3), a2:= (1 -ax, 1 -a2,l -a3). Note that rank[a\ a2] = 2. It can be easily verified that Z3 n(R + al + R+a2) = Z + -(l,l,l).
Hence M(logG)=(t;: vx + v2 + v3 = 0} (Proposition 3.18) and therefore AT(logG) = {x: xx + x2 + x3< 0}. By Theorems 3.13 and 3.14 we have //°°(G) = HX(D). Now we pass to the characterization of the space of square integrable holomorphic functions.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. The proof of (i) =» (ii) is as in [7, Theorem 3] . It is clear that (iv) => (iii) => (i). It remains to prove that (ii) =» (iv). Fix a, ju and let X:= logG, x° := loga. Note that x° £ X. Let a1,...,a" be as in Proposition 3.4(iii) (r = n). Note that a1,...,a" g (Z+)" provided G is balanced. Let A := [a{]j k=x ". Without loss of generality we assume that \detA\ > ¡i2-n"\ax ■ ■ ■ a"\2. Set p(u):= a1 + ■ ■ ■ +a" -1, where 1 := (1,..., 1) g N". Now, one can prove (cf. the proof of Theorem 3 in [7] ) that ||z"(il)||L2(C)<77"/2|det^r1/2|aal+-+a"k-|a''('i)|.
Let cß:= ii\a-rili)\.Then Il r 7*'('l)ll , < 1 and r Ii7"(,l)l= ii II cl» Ik2(c7) ** ciila I rRemark. One may ask for a characterization of those balanced domains of holomorphy G for which L\iG) =£ {0} or, even more, such that G g L\-cf. §5 in [15] .
Appendix.
Proof of Lemma 3.17 . Because the result is clear for « = 1, let us assume that it is true in R1,... ,R"_1. Without loss of generality we assume that N > 2 and, for k = 1,..., N, fl ¡ + k Xk € XQ. Now, it suffices to prove that r = N.
Step 1 : r < «. By an orthogonal transformation of the coordinates we can assume that a1 = (&J,0) G W x{0}, 0<y</V. Therefore one gets r = N.
Step 2: r = n. Without loss of generality we assume X0:= {x g R": x" < 0). Let aJ = (äJ,a{) G R"1 X R, y = 1,..., N. By our assumption we have äj # 0 for y = 1,..., iV. Let *0:= 3X0 n (R"\^) and X/.= dX0 n XJt j = 1,..., N -1. Then ^-, Since r<« -l=r-lwe have r = N. This completes the proof. We like to mention that the idea of Step 2 is due to P. Jakóbczak. Proof of Lemma 2.17 . It is known that there exists a unitary isomorphism F: C" -» C" such that the projection F(R-x(0)) s> (w',w") -> w' g Cn_1 is proper (cf. [16] ). Fix z0 g Ue and let U denote the connected component of Ue containing z0. In view of (3), U s R, so by the maximum principle for subharmonic functions there exists a point w0 G W such that u(w0) = max{w(z): z g U). Consequently, in view of (2) and (4) 
